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Abstract Based on independent component analysis
(ICA) and self-organizing maps (SOM), this paper
proposes an ISOM-DH model for the incomplete data’s
handling in data mining. Under these circumstances the
data remain dependent and non-Gaussian, this model
can make full use of the information of the given data to
estimate the missing data and can visualize the handled
high-dimensional data. Compared with mixture of
principal component analyzers (MPCA), mean method
and standard SOM-based fuzzy map model, ISOM-DH
model can be applied to more cases, thus performing its
superiority. Meanwhile, the correctness and reason-
ableness of ISOM-DH model is also validated by the
experiment carried out in this paper.

Keywords Incomplete data Æ ICA (independent
component analysis) Æ SOM (self-organizing maps) Æ
Dependence Æ Non-Gaussian distribution

1 Introduction

Different from traditional statistical analysis, data min-
ing is aimed at finding unsuspected relationships which
are of value to the database owners or data miners. Due
to the complex and huge volume of data, traditional
methods cannot satisfy the need of data mining, so
artificial intelligence techniques have been widely used in
data mining. Among those artificial intelligence data
mining methods, the self-organizing maps (SOM), pro-
posed by Kohonen [1], have become one of the powerful
techniques of data mining with cluster analysis by pro-
viding data visualization. It maps high-dimensional data
onto low-dimensional pictures, usually in the form of
two-dimensional map or one-dimensional map. Besides,
it also allows the data miners to view the clusters. The
SOM approach is superior to other cluster analysis
methods in data mining in view of the power of data

visualization for the data miners. And SOM’s detail
algorithm is shown in [2, 3].

The standard SOM approach, however, is not able to
process incomplete data. On the other hand, it is a rare
case where the data sets contain entries for all the vari-
ables and for each observation. Wang [2] provided an
SOM-based fuzzy map model to handle incomplete data
by assuming that the variables were mutually indepen-
dent and then replaced all missing data with character-
istic means. But the fact that dependence often exists
among many variables makes it impractical for this
model to be applied. Oba et al. [4] studied how to handle
missing data with MPCA method and took into account
the dependence of variables, but the premise was that
every variable should submit to Gaussian distribution.
Actually, many variables are non-Gaussian, so this
method cannot be applied widely, either. In addition to
the above, handling missing data was also addressed in
[5–10]. Likewise, many different limitations were de-
tected in all of them, so how to overcome these limita-
tions is the main task of this work.

As a new statistic method, ICA develops in recent
years. It aims to find a linear transformation for non-
Gaussian data so as to make components to be inde-
pendent as possible. ICA was proposed by Jutten
and Herault [11] initially, and then a simplified ICA
approach was provided by Singh and Rai [12]. In 2002,
Kocsor and Csirik [13] studied Fast ICA and gave the
code of Fast ICA algorithm. Later Theis [14] presented
an ICA learning algorithm based on geometry method.
The development of ICA makes it possible to make full
use of the information of given data to estimate missing
data.

This study is to add some important advantages to
handling incomplete data sets. Considering the depen-
dence between variables which do not submit to
Gaussian distribution, the proposed ISOM-DH model
in this paper is capable of obtaining visibility of high-
dimensional data.

This paper is organized as following. Section 2 pre-
sents a brief introduction of ICA model and Fast ICA
algorithm. Section 3 proposes a new model called as
ISOM-DH to handle incomplete data, and the corre-
sponding method called as ISOM-DH method. In
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Sect. 4, an experiment is carried out to demonstrate the
proposed ISOM-DH method. Finally, the conclusion is
provided in Sect. 5.

2 ICA model and Fast ICA algorithm

The general form of ICA model is as follows:

X ¼ AS ð1Þ

where X=[ X1, X2, ..., Xm ]T and S=[ S1, S2, ..., Sn ]
T are

random vectors with zero mean and finite covariance, S
has n statistically independent components, and A is a
constant m · n matrix to be estimated.

In order to assure model (1) to be identifiable, the
model should meet with the three requirements given
below:

1. S is a vector with independent components, of which
at most one is Gaussian.

2. A is a rectangular matrix with at most as many columns
as rows, namely 1 £ n £ m.

3. A is m · n full rank matrix.

The realization of Fast ICA algorithm is divided into
three steps: (1) center the observations to make its mean
zero, (2) whiten the observations and (3) extract the
independent components. Steps (1) and (2) can be con-
sidered as pre-processing of observations, and they can
simplify ICA algorithm.

In order to extract the independent components, the
detail algorithm of step (3) is as follows:

1. Take a random initial vector g(0) of norm 1. Let
k=1.

2. Let gðkÞ ¼ E X g k � 1ð ÞTX
� �3� �

� 3g k � 1ð Þ: Then

the expectation can be estimated using a large sample
of X vectors.

3. Divide g(k) by its norm.

4. If g kð ÞTg k � 1ð Þ
���

��� is not close enough to 1, let

k=k+1 and go back to step 2. Otherwise, output the
vector g (k).

The final vector g(k) given by the algorithm is equal
to one of the columns of the orthogonal mixing matrix
W=A�1. This means that g(k) separates one of non-
Gaussian independent components.

To estimate n independent components, we run this
algorithm n times. To ensure that we estimate each time
a different independent component, we only need to add

a simple orthogonal projection inside the loop. Note
that the columns of the mixing matrix W are orthogonal
because of the sphering. Thus, we can estimate the
independent components one by one by projecting
the current solution g(k) on the space orthogonal to
the columns of the mixing matrix W previously found.
Define the matrix �W as a matrix whose columns are
the previously found columns of W. Then add the
projection operation at the beginning of step 3. Let
g kð Þ ¼ g kð Þ � �W �WTg kð Þ: Divide g(k) by its norm.

Also the initial random vector should be projected
this way before starting the iterations. To prevent the
estimation errors in �W from deteriorating the estimate
g(k), this projection step can be omitted after the first
few iterations: once the solution g(k) has entered the
basin of attraction of one of the fixed points, it will stay
there and converge to that fixed point.

3 ISOM-DH model

ISOM-DH model is depicted in Fig. 1.
Firstly, the users need to confirm m indices, then

sample appropriate complete data. Later, standardize
the sampling data and choose n indices which are line-
arly independent. Refer to case 1 of Sect. 3.1 for the
method of choosing indices. Assuming that n indices are
mixed by n independent components, a data set of
independent components can be got by ICA. By that the
estimation of missing data can be carried out. Refer to
Sect. 3.3 for the detailed process. Train the SOM and
generate fuzzy map at last (cf. Sect. 3.4).

3.1 Choosing indices

For choosing indices, we discuss it in two cases:

Case 1:

Assume the rank of the covariance matrix ofm indices
is n (n £ m ), then n indices with linear independence can
be found. The method for choosing the n indices is as
follows:

Assume the size of sample is l, and the standardized
indices are X1, X2, ..., Xm, where Xi=(xi1, xi2, ..., xil)
(i=1, ..., m) (without causing any confusion, Xi can
represent not only a random variable but also a row
vector of samples). From the m indices, we can find n
linearly independent indices, then let them be X=(X1,
X2, ..., Xn)

T and let C=XXT. Usually the sample size l
is much greater thanm, so the storage space of the matrix
C is much smaller than X. Suppose matrix �C consists of

Fig. 1 ISOM-DH model
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i1th, i2th, ..., inth rows and i1th, i2th, ..., inth columns
fromC, we notice that there exists corresponding relation
between C and X, i.e., if the determinant of matrix �C is
not equal to zero, then Xi1 ;Xi2 ; . . . ;Xin is linearly inde-
pendent. The detail algorithm of choosing indices is as
follows:

1. Initialize G=C, j=k, d [i]=0, i=1, ..., m.
2. If det (G) ‡ eG, then go to step 5, where det (Æ) rep-

resents the determinant of matrix, and eG is a pre-
determined small positive constant.

3. If det (G) < eG, then d [j]=1, let G be the matrix
which does not consist of the jth row and the jth
column from G, and set j=j � 1.

4. If j ‡ 1, then go to step 2, otherwise go to step 5.
5. Set h=

P
i=1
m d [i], if d [j]=0, j=1, ..., m, then Xj is the

linearly independent row vector we need. And totally
there are (m � n) row vectors.

Case 2:

Let XðcÞ ¼ X1;X2; . . . ;Xc½ �T be the missing data,

X m�cð Þ ¼ Xcþ1;Xcþ2; . . . ;Xm½ �T be the known data,

X ¼ X cð Þ;X m�cð Þ� �
; rank (X)=n and rank X m�cð Þ� �

¼ k:
Then k indices can be found from rank X m�cð Þ� �
according to the algorithm in case 1 and let them be X kð Þ:
In addition, (n�k) indices can be found from X cð Þ; let
them be X n�kð Þ; and make Rank X kð Þ;X n�kð Þ� �

¼ n: Let
the correlation coefficient matrix of X kð Þ;X cð Þ� �

be H,
then the algorithm for finding the X n�kð Þ is as follows:

1. Set d [j]=1 (j=1, ..., k), d [j]=0 (j=k+1, ..., k+c)
and tem=k+1.

2. Set d [tem]=1 and suppose matrix M consists of the
1st, ..., (k+c)th rows and the 1, ..., (k+c) columns of
H. If det (M) < eG, then d [tem]=0, where det (Æ)
represents the determinant of matrix, and eG is a
predetermined small positive constant.

3. Set tem=tem+1. If tem > k+c, then go to step 4,
otherwise go to step 2.

4. If d [j]=1, (j=k+1, ..., k+c), then Xj is the row
vector which we want. There are (n � k) row vectors
in sum and they compose the matrix X n�kð Þ:

3.2 The determination of linear correlation between
indices

Let Xi, (i=1, ..., n), Y be the standardized data and
suppose X1, X2, ..., Xn are linearly independent. Let the
correlation coefficient of Y and Xi be rYi. Let the cor-
relation coefficient of Xi and Xj be rij. Assume
Y ¼ k1X1 þ k2X2 þ � � � þ knXn:

For cov (Y, Xi )=k1 cov (X1, Xi )+k2 cov (X2, Xi )+...
kn cov (Xn, Xi ), thus rYi ¼ k1r1i þ k2r2i þ � � � þ knrni:

Their matrix form can be described as follows:

RYX ¼ RXXK

where RYX=[ rY1, ..., rYn ]T, RXX=(rij)n · n, K=[k1, ...,
kn ]

T.

Since Xi, i=1, ..., n are linearly independent, we have
that RXX is inverse. Thus

K ¼ R�1XXRYX

Therefore, ki, i=1, ..., n can be determined.

3.3 The estimation of missing data

From the initial data set, we can sample appropriate
complete data. Then a data set of independent compo-
nents can be obtained by ICA. The probability density
function (pdf) of every independent component can be
estimated by support vector machine (SVM). Refer to
[15] for the detail process of estimation of probability
density function.

Assume the density function p(Si), (i=1, ..., n) of
every independent component has been estimated. Thus

the joint pdf of independent component vector is

pðSÞ ¼
Qn

i¼1 p Sið Þ; where S=[S1, S2, ..., Sn]
T.

Let X* be the original data, X be the standardized
data, and suppose rank (X)=n. Assume X(c)=[X1,
X2, ..., Xc ]

T and X(m�c)=[Xc+1, Xc+2, ..., Xm]
T are the

missing part and observed part in X respectively.
To explain how to estimate the missing part X(c), the
following different cases are analyzed and discussed.

Case 1: m=n.

We have X ¼ ~B~X ¼ ~BWS ¼ �BS; where ~X denotes
the whiten data vector, S=[S1, S2, ..., Sn]

T denotes
the independent vector, �B ¼ �bij

� �
n�n; both

~B and W are
n · n matrixes. According to Sect. 3.1, c independent
components which can be found are linearly indepen-
dent with the observed part X

(m�c), and let them be
Si, i=1, ..., c. According to the property of pdf, we have:

p S1; . . . ; Sc;Xcþ1; . . . ;Xnð Þ ¼ Dp S1; . . . ; Snð Þ

where D is absolute value of Jacobian matrix determi-
nant. Thus we have:

p SijXcþ1;...;Xnð Þ¼
R
���
R

p S1;...;Snð ÞdS1 ���dSi�1dSiþ1 ���dScR
���
R

p S1;...;Snð ÞdS1 ���dSc

where 1 £ i £ c. Thus we have the Si’s estimation :

Ŝi ¼
Z

Sip SijXcþ1; . . . ;Xmð ÞdSi; 16i6c

According to Sect. 3.2, Ŝk c < k � nð Þ can be linearly
expressed by Ŝ1; . . . ; Ŝc;Xcþ1; . . . ;Xn: Thus we have
standardized missing part’s estimation:

X̂i ¼ �bi;1Ŝ1 þ �bi;2Ŝ2 þ � � � þ �bi;nŜn; i ¼ 1; . . . ; c

Combined with expectation and variance of the ori-
ginal missing part, the original missing part can also be
estimated.
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Case 2: 1 £ n < m.

Let rank (X(m�c))=k, 1 £ k £ min (m�c,n)
and suppose < (X) denotes the linear space of the row
vectors of X.

1. If k=n, then < XðcÞ
� �

� < X m�cð Þ� �
: According to

Sect. 3.2, Xi (i=1, ..., c) can be linearly expressed by
Xi, i=c+1, ..., m. Thus the original missing data can
be estimated with the expectations and variances of
the original missing data.

2. If k < n, then there are k linear independent row
vectors in X(m�c). According to Sect. 3.1, we can find
the k linear independent row vectors and let them be
X(k)=[Xc+1, ..., Xc+k]

T. Because < (X)=n, we can
find (n�k) linear independent row vectors, and let
them be X(n�k)=[X1, ..., Xn�k]

T. Let XðnÞ ¼
X kð ÞX n�kð Þ� 	

; then < (X(n))=< (X)=n. Likewise,
the estimation of missing part X(n�k) is similar to case 1.
Let X

(c�k)=[Xn�k+1, ..., Xc]
T, then < X c�kð Þ� �

�
< X n�kð Þ� �

: According to Sect. 3.2, we can estimate
the missing part X(c�k) too. Finally, combined with
their means and variances, all original missing parts
can be estimated.

3.4 Generate the fuzzy map

After the estimation of missing data, we can obtain a
fuzzy data set. Based on the fuzzy data set, we can get a
corresponding fuzzy data set of independent compo-
nents. Assume we have trained the SOM, then we can
generate the fuzzy map, and the detail process is as
follows:

Step 1 Create a two-dimensional coordinate. The hori-
zontal axis J has N bins arranged in the order of the N
output nodes of the SOM. The vertical axis A represents
the strength of the generated clusters by the trained
SOM.
Step 2 For the independent components S(i) of each
observation X(i) (i=1, ..., l), perform the following sub-
steps.
Step 2.1 Present S(i) to the trained SOM. It is then
organized by the trained SOM to the output node j
(j=1, ..., N).
Step 2.2 Locate bin j on the J axis. On the A direction of
bin j, add a gray bar (with height = 1) for the non-fuzzy
observation, and plus a black bar (with height = 1) on
the top for fuzzy observation.

4 Experimental results

In this section, we use a real-world example to demonstrate
the method described. The data sets of main economic
indicators for major retail enterprises from Beijing
Statistic Annual (2002, 2003) are used to test the model

proposed in this paper. We sample 290 preliminary
observations with six economic indices, i.e., X1, X2, X3,
X4, X5 and X6 represent sales revenue, total profits,
sales value per capita, pre-tax per capita, ratio of pre-tax
to sales revenue and turnover rate of stock (%),
respectively. If the sample data size is less than 2,000, we
use Shapiro–Wilk W method to test if every variable is
Gaussian or not, and the results show that the six vari-
ables are non-Gaussian distribution. Then we apply ICA
to the randomly selected 230 complete observations.
Then we, respectively, sample 60, 70, 80 and 100
observations from the 290 complete observations at
random. Let X2 and X4 be null. Thus, we get an
incomplete data set which has 290 samples. Then the
missing data and independent components of every
observation can be estimated according to Sects. 3.1, 3.2
and 3.3. Then we use ISOM-DH for the independent
components of the incomplete data sets. The equipment
is a PC with Windows XP operating system and SAS9.0
Software. At last, we use means method, MPCA method,
ISOM-DH method, respectively, to estimate missing
data, and get the corresponding residuals of X2 and X4.
The case of sampling 100 samples is displayed in this
paper.

The scatter plots of residuals of X2 and X4 are
displayed in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively. Number is
the order of incomplete observations; XPR2, PCASR2
and ICASR2 are the residuals of X2 by mean, MPCA
and ISOM-DH methods respectively; XPR4, PCASR4
and ICASR4 are the residuals of X4 by mean, MPCA
and ISOM-DH methods, respectively. The residual
square means of three methods are stated in Table 1.
From Figs. 2, 3 and Table 1, we know that the precision
of estimating missing data by ISOM-DH method is
clearly prior to that by mean and MPCA methods.

The SOM topology is set to 100 output nodes, 100
nodes for the initial neighborhood, the initial learning
rate of 0.85; 1 node for the final neighborhood, the final
learning rate of 0.0001; and 2,320 learning iterations.

Fig. 2 The residuals of X2
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Figure 4 shows the trial result of ISOM-DH map. In
Fig. 4, type = 1 represents the data records without
missing data, and type = 2 represents the data records
with missing data. Four clusters (marked A, B, C and D,
respectively in Fig. 4) are identified on the ISOM-DH
map. Among the four clusters, A, B and D are relatively
clear, while C is fuzzy. Cluster D is contributed mainly
by the incomplete observations.

The original multivariate data corresponding to the
clusters are extracted. The characteristics of every cluster
are depicted in Table 2. The characteristics of data set
are depicted in Table 3. Compared with indicator means
of data set in Table 3, the corresponding means of
indicators for cluster A in Table 2 are much less. Similar
to the above, the mean of indicator X6 for cluster B in
Table 2 is greater than that in Table 3, the means of
indicators X1, X2, X3, X4 for cluster C in Table 2 are
greater than that in Table 3, and the mean of indicator
X1 for cluster D in Table 2 is much greater than that in
Table 3. By that we can easily and clearly understand
each cluster in Fig. 4.

5 Conclusion

In data mining, SOM is considered a useful technique
for it allows the data miners to view high-dimensional
data in the data mining field. However, the standard

SOM approach is not able to process incomplete data,
and it is also a rare case where the data sets contain
entries for all of the variables for each observation.
SOM-based fuzzy map model for data mining was also
proposed to deal with incomplete data [2], but it cannot
apply to cases where there is dependence between data.
Here we have presented the ISOM-DH model for the
handling of incomplete data sets and it has some
advantages over the previous methods. First, ISOM-DH
has better precision in estimating missing data than
mean and MPCA methods. Second, since ISOM-DH
model takes into account the dependence of data, it can
be applied to more cases than SOM-based fuzzy map
model. ISOM-DH model has one key component:
handing missing data by ICA. The results in the exper-
iment have demonstrated that SOM can be more useful
in data mining with incomplete data if the proposed
ISOM-DH is applied.

Data mining is a growing field in the information era,
and the original data sets for data mining are usually
incomplete. The ISOM-DH model provides an effective
data mining technology, so that the data miners can
make full use of the information of observations with
missing data to verify and strengthen the data mining
results derived from limited observations with only
complete data.

Fig. 3 The residuals of X4

Table 1 Comparison of the results sampling 100 observations

Indicator Method Mean of residual square

X2 Means 13,789,596.57
MPCA 5,536,853.42
ISOM-DH 9,440.15

X4 Means 37.3312510
MPCA 7.7899376
ISOM-DH 0.0016714

Fig. 4 The map results of ISOM-DH

Table 2 Characterizations of every cluster

Cluster Indicator

X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6

A
Mean 8,860.7865 286.4719 15.2079 0.4820 3.2416 1,081.3539
SD 6,341.0221 244.6665 5.8136 0.2691 1.1432 1,755.1082
B
Mean 14,330.2957 1,303.800 34.8217 3.1626 10.3678 4,692.8774
SD 17,131.7244 1,840.9455 29.0415 3.9818 15.7727 7,583.5040
C
Mean 93,725.8158 8,470.1316 84.6763 8.5289 9.5789 1,385.7342
SD 27,765.1374 2,859.6255 36.3026 5.5195 5.9264 693.6077
D
Mean 43,067.4792 1,272.2708 46.9875 1.2750 2.8250 1,581.8625
SD 16,232.1752 964.5904 20.7722 0.9562 1.5098 1,209.3315
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